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Aviva led an FEC delegation to Israel this spring.  Members of  all the
communities were invited, but only East Winders were able to take her up on
it.  Sorrel, Dow and Patricia joined Aviva—East Wind’s exuberant Israeli who
recently gained US citizenship—on the one-month tour of kibbutzim.  A
dozen or so communities from the Upper Galilee to the bottom of the
Negev Dessert hosted them.  The tour began with a week at Kibbutz Baram
on the Lebanese border, a very successful community of  five hundred.  Two
former East Winders invited the delegates to stay at Nachshon, a kibbutz
with a special penchant for art that has been their home for two decades now.
The diverse range of communities visited included social-justice communes
by youth movement graduates; the urban kibbutz, Tammuz; Lotan, an eco-
logically motivated kibbutz with particularly much to teach about natural
building; and Samar, an anarchistic kibbutz that has thrived for over a quarter
century without a work quota and with a completely open purse that every
member spends from as co feels fit.

As violence mounted in Israel and the Occupied Territories, with daily
suicide bombings and Israeli military incursions into the West Bank and
Gaza, politics never left the forefront.  The group’s host at Baram arranged a
meeting with an Arab friend whose family had been evicted from the very
village that Kibbutz Baram took its name.  In an infamous episode following
the War of  Independence, the Christian Arabs of  this town, who had wel-
comed the establishment of  Israel, were told to evacuate their town for a few
weeks, whereupon the town was demolished by the Israeli military.  The
former residents have never been allowed to return to the now-ruined village.
East Winders partook in a passionate and fascinating discussion between the
Jewish and Arab friends.  The group was fortunate in having not just Aviva,
who translated Hebrew, but also Patricia, who knew Arabic from two years
in Yemen with the Peace Corps.  Between them the group was able to hear
many sides of  the story.   Patricia’s travels included a daring trip to Bethlehem
just before the Church of the Nativity was besieged.

Everywhere they stayed, kibbutzniks expressed immediate kinship with
our egalitarian communities, and most were surprised to learn that such a
thing as “an American kibbutz” existed.  Older members in particular de-
lighted in the pictures of our communes, which, compared to the much
higher standard of  living that kibbutzim maintain today, reminded them of
their pioneer days.   Many kibbutz members became interested in visiting

Continued on page 7
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The FEC is currently the largest it’s ever been, with seven full member
groups and eight communities-in-dialogue.  Our newest community-in-dia-
logue is Heathcote, added at the fall 2001 assembly, which is home to an
income-sharing “pod” called Shantagani within their larger group.

Heathcote, in Maryland, has been through many permutations over the
years.  It’s one of  a number of  land trust properties held by the School of
Living.  The community went through about a decade of being wimmin-only,
and those who like community trivia may be interested to know that the last
man to live there before the wimmin-only phase was veteran commune-
hopper Craig, who currently lives at Twin Oaks.  Nowadays they are mixed-
gender and host permaculture workshops and other events, and we are really
happy to have them in the FEC.

While Zuni Mt. Sanctuary decided not to join the FEC, we are excited
about our current dialogue with Meadowdance (in Vermont) about future
possibilities.  We’ve also had some interesting contact with Shivalila, a
polyfidelitous commune in Hawai’i, who were concerned that the FEC might
not be egalitarian enough because the members of most of our groups—
unlike theirs—do not share assets (previous savings).

Our spring meeting was held at Acorn, and included upbeat discussions
on the more theoretical aspects of income-sharing and egalitarianism, what

we can learn from the
Israeli kibbutzim (see re-
lated article on the trip
that 4 EW members re-
cently took to Israel),
and how the FEC can
support new communi-
ties forming or existing
communities in our net-
work that are struggling.

Also this spring
Allen Butcher informed
the email lists for ex-
members of EW and TO
that East Wind was men-
tioned in the Wall Street

Journal, of  all places!  An article on June 7th about a new line of  organic
cereals being launched by General Mills Corp. referred to East Wind’s
nutbutters.  Unlike East Wind, General Mills isn’t putting their name on
their cereal, because they are worried—and rightfully so—that people who
care about organic food won’t buy it if  they can tell it’s from a big company.
Congratulations to EW for being able to proudly put their name on their
community-made products.

While not every FEC business meets our values (there have long been
concerns about polypropylene hammocks), we are doing much better on
sustainability than most companies, and you can’t beat our communities for
democratically managed workplaces.

We were delighted to welcome new faces to the Spring Assembly, many

of whom already have a lot of community experience. Dahna from Acorn sat
in on many sessions, along with our elder delegate Ira. River has stepped down
from being a TO delegate but we are grateful for his continued service as
meta of the Rainbow program (a set of subsidies that help community mem-
bers access opportunities they otherwise could not afford, and also help the
FEC get the word out about community living). Esteemed Soundings editor
Sky has come on board as a delegate, joining Valerie who is one long-time
dedicated co! We missed Aviva from EW this time, but were happy to have
Sorrel in her place.   Jeffrey made the trip out by train from Dancing Rabbit
despite delays from severe flooding on the tracks, arriving only somewhat
bedraggled. Elijah came all the way from Beacon Hill House in Seattle, and

Celebrating Acorn Land Day the way we do
best - with food!
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What is the Federation of

Egalitarian Communities?

The FEC is an association of fourteen communities which

hold land, labor, and other resources in common and

distribute the products of members’ labor and all other

goods equally or according to need.  FEC communities

also commit to non-violence, participatory governance,

non-discrimination, environmental responsibility, and

healthy interpersonal relationships.  Check us out on the

web at www.thefec.org
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News From Our CommunitiesNews From Our CommunitiesNews From Our CommunitiesNews From Our CommunitiesNews From Our Communities

Beacon Hill House

East Wind

Jolly Ranchers

The Beacon Hill House has emerged from deep contemplation with a
new experimental economic system designed to maintain our egalitarian prin-
ciples while allowing for increased personal choice.  Basically, everyone com-
mits an equal amount of  time to the community, but people can also choose
to work additional hours that are not contributed to the house.  Additionally,
we have made some community budgets optional, such as car sharing.

We have just added four full members and one provisional member and
we anticipate more members soon.  After six years our room renovations are
near completion bringing us to a capacity of twelve members.

With these various milestones out of  the way we anticipate we will soon
embark on our social justice project.

A central purpose of our community is to use our collective energy and
resources towards a specific project for radical social change.  We are all
excited and apprehensive to begin this chapter of the Beacon Hill House.

It’s a wet, wet spring at East Wind.  When the sun comes out, it is rarely
long enough to dry the saturated soil.  Nature is replenishing two years of
unusually little rain.  But it is making for a challenging season in the garden.
Contour plowing has eased erosion, but there have been frustratingly few
opportunities to line those wavy rows with the vegetables intended for them.

 Rain or shine, East Winders never stop making our home a nicer place
to live.  Bert completed what started as a personal shelter but which he
requested instead to be designated a guesthouse.  Aptly named The Light-
house, no tour of  East Wind should leave out this beautiful house of  lac-
quered wood and as many windows as solid walls.   Bert is back to landscaping,
having terraced and re-pathed around Fanshen.  Nearby, Deborah sculpted a
goldfish pond into the lawn near RB.  Rachael and Cathie have planted
flowerbeds and berries throughout the grounds, fertilizing them with our rich
supply of humanure.

The sawmill is still not fully operational, but a good portion of the
forest on the new land has been inventoried and trees conscientiously selected
for cutting by the permaculturally-minded forestry team.  The long awaited

constructed wetland greywater system inches closer to realization.  The old
septic tank has been removed, and Ranch is preparing to move pigs into the
greywater pond site, where they will hopefully seal the bottom by rolling
around in it.

Scott drew up blueprints for a new laundry/shower/commie clothes
complex complete with sauna.  Some of us dream of a child recreation
building and of  a new, more convenient and sanitary outhouse for Lilliput.
Others continue to dream of an eco-village on the new land, and the
permaculture committee is drawing up land use guidelines for such settle-
ments.

With population high and morale good, we have managed to keep pace
with production with hardly any Industrial Quota.  Nut butter sales are up
10% this year.

While the three-keg Land Day party demonstrated that there is no
shortage of  indulgence at East Wind, there is also a thriving subculture of
asceticism.  New member Daniel has inspired enthusiasm for raw foods.
Sprouts have been common at the dinner line.  Now you can throw those
sprouts on sun-crisped, sprouted wheat flatbread spread with raw almond
butter.  If  that’s not enough chlorophyll for you, finish with a glass of  rye
grass juice as Otto muses to you about how he might live off  nothing but the
weeds in the garden.

Bonnie Price moved to Seattle and the Ranch in January to be closer to
her family and to her lover Travis.  We don’t know where Travis lives.  He eats
here a lot, but doesn’t say much. Bonnie brings positive energy, youthful
enthusiasm, and good communication skills.  She has been active in campus
efforts to lower tuition costs throughout the Washington State University
system.

In March, Renee Karickhoff  moved to the Ranch.  Renee is a vocational
rehab counselor, but she is willing and able to try most anything in the human
service field.  She brought with her more furniture than all the rest of us
owned collectively.  We’ve got it handled, but for a while shit was piled up
everywhere.  Axiom: given enough time, all things will acquire sentimental
value.

Scott has been a temporary member for two and a half years while he
went through a messy divorce, labored at an impossibly complex social service
job, and slowly earned his masters in counseling from Antioch.  We love Scott
(everyone loves Scott), but don’t see much of  him, and are having regular
discussions about whether his overfull lifestyle fits our mission.

For the past six weeks Amos Rollman and Sean Phelan have been living

Walnut St. Co-op in Eugene, Oregon, home to ex-Acorner Tree and ex-
Twin Oaker Grá, is hoping to form an income-sharing pod and join the FEC.
The community started in fall 2000, in a large, sunny 9-bedroom house right
in town.  There’s a vegetable garden in the ample front yard, and the back yard
has a small apple and pear orchard.  Eugene is a great town for urban
sustainability, with established bike paths and lots of progressive activists.
Walnut St. Co-op shares dinners five nights a week, and is rumored to be a bit
cleaner and more organized than the average collective house.  (What do you
expect with an ex-TO indexer living there?)  If you are interested in helping
form an income-sharing group there, contact them at 541-484-1156 or
walnut@ic.orgwalnut@ic.orgwalnut@ic.orgwalnut@ic.orgwalnut@ic.org.  You can also get a preview by looking at their.  You can also get a preview by looking at their.  You can also get a preview by looking at their.  You can also get a preview by looking at their.  You can also get a preview by looking at their
website, www.efn.org/~bressen/walnut.website, www.efn.org/~bressen/walnut.website, www.efn.org/~bressen/walnut.website, www.efn.org/~bressen/walnut.website, www.efn.org/~bressen/walnut.

New FEC CommunityNew FEC CommunityNew FEC CommunityNew FEC CommunityNew FEC Community
in Eugene, OR?in Eugene, OR?in Eugene, OR?in Eugene, OR?in Eugene, OR?
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Sandhill
Twin Oaks

out of  suitcases in our spare bedroom.  Their frightening uncertainty has led
to our gain (that’s a pretty good definition of  capitalism), as they worked off
their anxiety in Ranch garden space.  We have been grateful to benefit from
their deep knowledge of  horticulture and hard work.

The Ranch is currently a vibrant and complex social network. This
summer we plan to side one of the houses. If anyone is interested in lending
a hand we’ll put you up for the duration.

After a period of low membership, six new adult members have come to
live at Sandhill Farm. This has given the group new energy for ongoing work

and projects, and a willingness to take the community in some new directions.
We have finished the interior work on our “new rez” which is now a

pleasant environment for its new residents. Chad has done a major overhaul
of  our woodshop, which has helped enormously with allowing work to pro-
ceed more quickly on various projects.

A priority this year is streamlining our group process, agenda reviews,
visitor correspondence procedures and other organizational systems. With
more of us here and more going on, it has become important to deal with
business and process on a timely basis.

We are developing new food products to sell at fairs, along with some
herbal seasoning mixes and teas. Käthe is researching herbal tinctures. We
have agreed to re-establish our dairy operation. Our chicken
flock is being enlarged. Cedar and Chad are exploring the
possibility of  starting a permaculture nursery.

A strong interest in gardening and food preservation
has expanded our gardens after being cut back last year.
The garden crew is committed to producing an abundance
of food for our own use and inclusion in some of  our new
products. The cool, wet spring this year has provided some
challenges, but we are mostly on schedule with all the plant-
ing and transplanting.

We have given approval to Laird taking on more con-
sulting jobs and Stan doing more organic farm inspections
this year. Sue and Käthe have joined the FIC office staff.
Rebecca is continuing her work as co-administrator for
OCIA Missouri Chapter #1, the organic certification or-
ganization that has an office at Sandhill Farm.

The first weekend in May was the occasion for our

We’ve been cultivating relations with local activist communities in C’ville
and Richmond this year. Oakers journey to Richmond every week to help
cook with the Food Not Bombs chapter there, and have been involved in the
creation of  a FNB’s chapter in C’ville.

We also helped them relax with a party in early spring. A host of  young
activists and friends of the community danced, hot tubbed and generally
carried on at Tupelo. Twin Oaks members were in the minority compared to
people from Food Not Bombs, Little Flower Catholic Workers, Woodfolk
House in C’ville and Queer Paradise in Richmond, plus many college age
visitors. Doubtless there was much successful networking and strategizing,
especially in the hot tub.

Water, water, everywhere, but not enough to irrigate. We’ve finally
reached the limit of our current agricultural well and are about to drill a new
one.  Initial tests show an amazing flow rate of 70 gallons per minute Garden
is also trying out drip irrigation. And we plan a rainwater cistern for toilet
flushing.

We are beginning to talk about new buildings. The three ideas that have
gotten the most attention are  a “simple living” family residence, and two
different recreation facilities. Keenan proposes a “rec barn”:  big, simple,
flexible, cheap. Jake prefers an addition to Zhankoye. Some people also like
the idea of re-building Degania.

This winter we resumed home processing our own livestock. Jay learned
the skill while homesteading in northern British Columbia. Each one we do
ourselves saves several hundred dollars, hours of loading and driving, and
presumably needless suffering to each animal. Some members organized a
ritual blessing and honoring the steer for giving its life for us to eat it.

Jonah started walking in November. Imani, now nine, is enjoying her
first taste of gymnastics competition. Asana, six years old, started gymnastics
in mid-January. All the middle-aged kids are obsessed with Harry Potter and
The Lord of the Rings. Many of them are into a video game called The Sims,

From graphic design to database manage-
ment, Skyhouse ConsultingSkyhouse ConsultingSkyhouse ConsultingSkyhouse ConsultingSkyhouse Consulting can develop
and manage your website from start to fin-
ish, all with excellent communication and
friendly consultants.

www.dancingrabbit.org/skyhouse/consulting/
skyhouse@ic.org

660-883-5511

annual Land Day celebration. We had lots of  guests, yummy food, great
music and dancing around our Maypole. The day was perfect and the party
continued into the evening with games and sweats.

Wednesday, May 8 held the birth of Cedar and Sol’s child, a boy weigh-
ing six and a half pounds. He was born at the home of their midwife near
Columbia. Cedar and Sol are in the process of choosing a name for our
newest member.

Life is good at Sandhill Farm.

Ceder, Sol and baby
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Tekiah
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Skyhouse

- Community In Dialoge- Community In Dialoge- Community In Dialoge- Community In Dialoge- Community In Dialoge

It’s been an exciting six months of  progress for Skyhouse
since the last Assembly. For one thing, we’ve increased our mem-
bership by 33%. For us, that means adding one new member.
We’ve also increased the number of  different sexes represented
in the Skyhouse membership by 100% (i.e. we’re not all guys
anymore!) What I’m leading up to here is that Alyson has joined
as a member, and we’re thrilled to have her.

Good progress is also being made on our 6-bedroom house.
We’ve completed the upstairs wiring and are finishing the dry-
wall process upstairs as well.  If all goes well, the first bedrooms
will have occupants sometime this summer.

We have a couple of  interns here, separate from the general
Dancing Rabbit intern pool.  We are still coping with the frus-
tration around the injury to Tony’s arms.  He still only has lim-
ited use of  them, which slows him down greatly.  However, we
are eternally hopeful of  improvement.

As we near some major milestones in the Skyhouse con-
struction process, we are thinking about how to structure and
pay down the debt we’ve incurred over the past few years. We are
thinking about taking out a mortgage on the house, or using the
other cabins Skyhouse has built as rental income units, or both.
We are also carefully considering income opportunities, both
working with computers and not. Also, there is potential to start
more land-based businesses here at Dancing Rabbit. We’re look-
ing forward to lots more progress during 2002. Stay tuned!

Tekiah is very busy - nothing unusual there - Annie moved
out to live by herself  in the beginning of  April and Rainbow (ex
Acorn and Dancing Rabbit) moved in later that month. We were
sad to see Annie leave but it seems a good adventure for her.
Rainbow is settling in well and being happy here.

The hemp hammock business is booming. We are getting

where the goal is to get a high paying job and buy a mansion. Sage was in a
short school play called “These Wonderful Years,” playing several different
roles in vignettes about teen issues.

orders from our web site and a steady stream from Hammock.com. We also
now have a new distributor - Hemp Sisters who have had one of  our woven
rope bed hammocks for two years with lots of kid wear and are totally pleased
with it. They convinced us that we should start marketing the woven rope bed
hammock again.We have started hiring a couple local people to help and a
large group came from TO in June and made lots of  hammocks.

Oakers also helped with the CSA fruit share; lots of cherries and straw-
berries despite late frosts. Mark has been busy at CSA.  We are planting a
garden here although a much scaled down one since we lost our garden
honcha.

Mo spent 8 weeks in Guatamala and Mexico, going to language school
and working with Witness for Peace; an awesome, fun, disturbing and politi-
cizing trip.

Our new pond seems to have a leak and is persisting to be a puddle
instead of  a pond. We are exploring what to do to remedy this situation but
it seems unlikely that we will be swimming there this summer.

Jonah Raspberry checks out next weeks dinner.

19th Annual Twin Oaks Women’s Gathering
A Multicultural Event

WWWWWomenomenomenomenomen
Creative Activities � Dance � Drumming Camping

� Swimming � Mudpit
Singing � Workshops � Sharing

StageRitual� Music � Fun

Bring
Your Music
Your Poetry
Your Story

Your Artwork

Celebrating ourselves in Community

 For Information and registration forms, contact:
Twin Oaks Women’s Gathering, 138 Twin Oaks Rd, Louisa, VA

23093, Phone: (540) 894 5126,
Fax: (540) 894 4112, Email: gathering@twinoaks.org

Aug. 23-25, 2002

Sliding Scale $40 -$140 includes camping & workshops
Register by August 1st to help us plan a great Gathering
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Contact Information for FEC Member Communities and Other CIDs :

AC Acorn 1259-S9Indian Creek Rd, acorn@ic.org www.ic.org/acorn (540) 8940595
Mineral, VA 23117

BH Beacon Hill House 1309 13th Ave. S., bhhouse@yahoo.com www.nonprofitpages.com (206) 324-6822
Seattle, WA 98144 /nica/Bhh1.htm

EW East Wind HC-3, Box3370-S9, visit@eastwind.org www.eastwind.org (417) 679-4682
Tecumseh, MO 65760

JR Jolly Ranchers 2711 S. Elmwood Place, jollyranchers@ic.org www.ic.org/fecmembers (206) 322-8071
Seattle, WA 98144

SH Sandhill Route 1, Box 155-S9, sandhill@ic.org www.thefec.org/ (660) 883-5545
Rutledge, MO 63563 sandhill/sandhill.htm

SK Skyhouse 1 Dancing Rabbit Lane-S9 skyhouse@ic.org www.dancingrabbit.org/ (660) 883-5511
(Dancing Rabbit) Rutledge, MO 63563 skyhouse
TO Twin Oaks 138 Twin Oaks Rd, twinoaks@ic.org www.twinoaks.org (540) 894-5126

Louisa, VA 23093
GA Ganas (CID) 139-S9 Corson Ave, ganas@well.com www.well.com/user/ganas (718) 720-5378

Staten Island, NY 10301
KR Krutsio (CID) Apartado Postal 174, Guerrero Negro,

Baja California Sur, Mexico 23940
BB Blackberry (CID) PO Box 208, janiekess@hotmail.com (530) 288-3600

North San Juan, CA 95960
AS Aspenwood (CID) PO Box 911 aspenwood@swicc.org www.swicc.org/  (505) 660-8835
(Pinon Ecovillage) Santa FE, NM 87504 aspenwood.html
DA Dandelion (CID) 194 Jackson Road RR1  dlion@kingston.net (613) 358-2304

Enterprise, ONT K0K 1Z0 Canada fax (613) 358-1204
TK Tekiah (CID) 439 Valley Drive NW joyabounds@usa.net www.hemphammocks.com (540) 745-5835
(Abundant Dawn) Floyd, VA 24091 (540) 745-5853
TN Terra Nova (CID) 1404 Gary St. terranovacommunity@juno.com  (573)443-5253

Columbia, MO 65203 (573) 874-6855
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News From the Assembly--continued from page 1

I first heard the name “Twin Oaks” about 7 years ago . From 1989 until
June of 2001 I had been a member and resident of Kibbutz Ketura in the
southern Arava region of Israel.  My experience with Kibbutz life started in
1984 when I lived at another kibbutz in Israel in order to study Hebrew in a
program called an “Ulpan.”  I was very impressed by and attracted to the
collective life-style and so some years later, when I was at one of those big
decision-making points in life, decided to follow this path and become a
member of  Ketura. Though family matters prompted me to relocate to the
US last year I wanted to see if  I could continue living in a community.  I
contacted Twin Oaks in October, I participated in the Visitor’s Program, and
here I am today 4 months into my membership.

There are great similarities and differences between Twin Oaks and the
“Kibbutz.”  Twin Oaks, like Ketura, is an egalitarian community where all the
members share income and other major resources.  This is the foundation of
all such communities.  A major difference in the allocation of resources,
however, is with housing.  Although small in comparison to the “outside,” on
the Kibbutz, each member/family has their own self-contained unit, com-
plete with bathroom and cooking facilities.  Many more people on the Kib-
butz tend to eat their dinner meal at home rather than in the central dining
room.

On the kibbutz, any money earned through outside work goes into the
collective treasury.  No options such as VE or OPP exist.  Members with
outside resources, which can be used off the Kibbutz, thus have the ability to
engage in activities that may be out of  reach to others.  Although at Twin
Oaks members can have families pay for certain things while they are away,
everyone here does have the potential to earn extra money.  Likewise, the
Kibbutz gives its members 28 days vacation per year, while at Twin Oaks
accrue vacation hours indefinitely.  In general, Twin Oaks affords its members
much more flexibility and options for income earning/vacation.

Organizationally, at both communities, each member has an equal vote
and can influence decisions on a wide range of issues.  One becomes as active
in community life and decision-making as one wants to be.   At the kibbutz,
there are several committees that meet regularly to discuss and decide on
certain issues within their domain such as health, culture/recreation, work,
and economics.  There is also the Secretariat that meets once a week and
whose members include the major decision-makers within the Kibbutz plus
some members-at-large.  Some issues can be decided at the committee level,
others at the Secretariat level, and still others only by the General Member-
ship Assembly.  This might seem more structured than at Twin Oaks.  At Twin
Oaks, community meetings are more places for discussion rather than deci-
sion, and it seems that the planners have more influence over the issues at
hand than their “counterparts” on the Kibbutz.  However, it is easier here, I
believe, for a decision to be “overridden" than it is at Ketura.  At both
communities, decisions can take a long time to be made.

Perhaps the main area of  difference between Twin Oaks and Kibbutzim
in general, and Ketura in particular, is that Twin Oaks sees itself  as being
sperate from “mainstream” society while the Kibbutz Movement has been at
the forefront of Israeli society since its inception.  At its beginning it was seen
as the leading social/economic influence.  Many leading figures were mem-
bers of  the Kibbutz movement or closely associated with it.  David Ben-
Gurion, Moshe Dayan, and Ehud Barak are the most notable.  Kibbutz youth
were members of the officer corps of  the Israel Defense Forces. The Kibbutz
movement identified closely with the State and the Zionist idea, though there
have been times of disagreement.  In contrast, Twin Oaks and the community
movement is not even a marginal influence within the US mainstream.  There

is also no identification with mainstream political/economic and social/
cultural systems.

Israeli mainstream society has undergone extreme and radical changes
over the course of the last several years, and the Kibbutz movement has tried
to keep pace.  Internal dynamics and structures are changing rapidly to keep
the movement and individual collectives in touch with new developments.
Today the Kibbutz Movement is finding itself  at a potential crossroads.  As
the majority of  kibbutzim attempt to “go with the flow”, others are attempt-
ing to preserve old ideals such as equal pay for all work, restrictions on private
capital and property, and an emphasis on communal activities and life-styles.

I would encourage anyone from Twin Oaks or other communities to
visit a Kibbutz and likewise encourage any Kibbutz members to visit an FEC
community while in North America.  People here are working on some type
of  exchange program between the FEC and the Kibbutz Movement.  An
exchange of people, ideas and energy can give a great boost to the concept of
community and perhaps have a greater influence on society.  Please feel free
to contact me (brian@twinoaks.org) if you have questions or comments.

I feel it would not be way off  the mark to say that Twin Oaks can indeed
be described as an American Kibbutz.  The similarities between the two far
outweigh the differences.  Both models have positive messages to transmit to
society, and it is up to the members of  each community to insure that this is
done.

Editors note:  the FEC is helping fund Brian to attend the International
Peace Camp at Tamera Community in Portugal this summer.  For more info
on that event check out www.tamera.org

learned a lot more about us at his first assembly.  Sheldon has been the main
BH person there involved in FEC, so we’re happy to see some of  the newer
community members getting involved.  BH’s interest in the FEC may have
been revitalized by reaching new agreements on income and labor-sharing.
Marc also came from Seattle, from the Jolly Ranchers.  We love Shawn and
miss her (and send her good wishes for recovery from her recent hysterec-
tomy) but of  course we also enjoy welcoming others from her community.
Marc did a great job filling in for her as INGE (Treasurer), a tough job with
lots of details to track.  (INGE stands for Individual Notating Group Expen-
ditures; we gave the job this name in honor of  Inge TO, who held the role for
many years.) We were also joined by Karen and Paul from Heathcote.  They
jumped in with both feet, offering to host our spring 2003 assembly at their
place in early June.

While Aspenwood did not attend this time, we’re in the process of
setting up a formal Site Visit there in the next half  year, with an eye toward
their desire for full membership in the FEC. Sandhill sent no delegate this
spring, for the first time ever since they joined the FEC over 20 years ago.
However, Bekka assures us that they’ll have it worked out by the fall.

Meanwhile Kathe (ex-EW , current Sandhill) has taken up the Ads
managership left empty by (I)an-ok’s departure from TO.  It’s great to have an
experienced communitarian in this key outreach role of deciding where to
spend our joint community dollars to draw more people into our communi-
ties. We really appreciate folks like Kathe, River, and McCune who take on
significant FEC work even though they are not delegates to the assemblies.

So if  you are reading this and you have any interest in getting involved
with outreach work, please write to secretary@thefec.orgsecretary@thefec.orgsecretary@thefec.orgsecretary@thefec.orgsecretary@thefec.org  Helping out
can include writing webpages, going to events and passing out FEC literature,
writing articles about us for publications you read, forwarding ideas for new
places to advertise to Kathe, and more.

Twin Oaks:  an American KibbutzTwin Oaks:  an American KibbutzTwin Oaks:  an American KibbutzTwin Oaks:  an American KibbutzTwin Oaks:  an American Kibbutz
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While all our member communities value egalitarianism and income-
sharing, no two communities have quite the same rules on how financial issues
are handled such as prior savings, gifts, inheritances, debts, social security, and
whether or not people can do extra work for extra money. Conversations with
several communities considering joining the FEC made us realize that we
wanted more clarity ourselves about who’s doing what, and what the bound-
aries of egalitarianism are within our groups.  So we are offering this as an
overview of  current practices.

Each community has several categories of money related to the ques-
tions above, three or four at each place.  This article seeks to find reasonably
consistent language to describe what’s going on, with an eye toward compari-
son, so the language used here may not always be same as that in use at each
community.  Since all our communities are income-sharing, anything called
“income”“income”“income”“income”“income” goes into the common pot.

Another commonality is that all our groups offer each person who lives
there some amount of cash for personal needs, which can be spent on any-
thing you want.  I’ll refer to that here as “allo“allo“allo“allo“allowwwwwance.ance.ance.ance.ance.”””””

A third category of money is assets,assets,assets,assets,assets, which include prior savings, and
other things that vary depending on the community.

The fourth category is what i call “e“e“e“e“extra money fxtra money fxtra money fxtra money fxtra money for eor eor eor eor extra wxtra wxtra wxtra wxtra work.ork.ork.ork.ork.”””””
That includes programs like OPP at Twin Oaks and SPOTS at East Wind
where one does extra piece-work in community businesses, and also includes
going off the farm to earn extra money for personal spending.  Not all
communities have this category, as will be explained later.

At most places alloalloalloalloallowwwwwanceanceanceanceance is a set amount per month.  The amount
ranges from $15 at Skyhouse (the FEC pod at Dancing Rabbit ecovillage) to
$225 at the Jolly Ranchers.  At Beacon Hill, the amount is different for
different people, depending on the work quota they’ve taken on.  Sandhill is
the most notable exception: instead of  a set monthly allowance, people can
spend from petty cash as needed.  However, they must come talk to the group
before spending over $100, unless it’s part of a previously agreed-upon project.

A big question prospective members often have is what happens to their
prprprprpre-ee-ee-ee-ee-existing saxisting saxisting saxisting saxisting savingsvingsvingsvingsvings if  they join?  While our communities are generally
open to donations, the norm is to maintain control of prior savings and other
assets but avoid touching them while one is a member, and to donate the
interest to the community.  Sometimes the money is held in an outside
account and sometimes the money is loaned to the community and repaid if
the person moves out.  At Beacon Hill members don’t have to turn interest
over to the group, and at Acorn members not only keep the interest but can
also spend the savings, as described later.

InheritancesInheritancesInheritancesInheritancesInheritances are treated in the same way as prior savings at all the
communities, thus they can be considered part of  the “asset” category. So-So-So-So-So-
cial Security and Pcial Security and Pcial Security and Pcial Security and Pcial Security and Pensionsensionsensionsensionsensions* on the other hand, are treated as income.
Skyhouse allows individuals to maintain IRAs. Cash GiftsCash GiftsCash GiftsCash GiftsCash Gifts get treated dif-
ferent ways depending not only on which community, but also on the size of
the gift.  At Twin Oaks, all gifts are supposed to be earmarked for a specific
purpose,  while the money is placed into the individual’s “extra money for
extra work” account.  Acorn also puts gift money into that category, without
any earmarking needed. At East Wind, gifts go straight into allowances, which
have no spending restrictions.  At Beacon Hill and Jolly Ranchers, small gifts
go into allowances, while large gifts become part of  one’s assets.  At Sandhill
and Skyhouse, small gifts go into the common pot like income, and large gifts
get talked about.  At Skyhouse, the main query in theconversation, say if
someone’s parents offer them a trip to China, is whether or not the commu-
nity would consider funding this for another member who did not have
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wealthy parents.  Since usually the answer is yes, typically the gifts are ap-
proved.

Now i’ll talk more about the “e“e“e“e“extra money fxtra money fxtra money fxtra money fxtra money for eor eor eor eor extra wxtra wxtra wxtra wxtra work”ork”ork”ork”ork” cat-
egory. Here’s where things get a bit more complicated.  At Sandhill and
Skyhouse,there are no labor quotas to measure contributions against, and
neither these communities nor Jolly Ranchers have systems for doing extra
work for extra money.  Rather, the expectation is that needs can be met
communally. At Beacon Hill, one can do extra work, and spend the money
without restrictions, like allowance.

At the other three communities (East Wind, Acorn, and Twin Oaks),
there are systems that allow for earning extra, but also place restrictions on
how that money may be spent.  The systems at these communities have two
types of  money in the “extra money for extra work” category.  The first is
doing extra piece-work in community businesses.  At Twin Oaks and Acorn,
that money is called OPP and can only be spent on community-approved
projects. At East Wind, that money is called SPOTS and can go straight into
one’s allowance.

The second type of money in that category is for doing work while one
is off  the land (called “vacation earnings,” “OWV,” etc.).  Money earned in
this way can also only be spent while one is off the land for 24 hours or more.
At East Wind, one can spend the money in any way, as long as one is away;
however, you also have to be off  the farm at least 24 hours when you earn it.
At Twin Oaks, you don’t have to be off  the farm for any particular length of
time when you earn it, but the money can only be spent on things one does
not bring back to the farm, such as train fare, concert tickets, or travel food.
Acorn also formerly used this same rule to manage pre-existing savings and
other assets, making them the only FEC community where assets don’t freeze
during the period of  membership; nowadays rather than a rule there’s a
general guideline about not using extra resources to make your life cushier
than other people’s.

For more info on the Systems and Structures of FEC com-For more info on the Systems and Structures of FEC com-For more info on the Systems and Structures of FEC com-For more info on the Systems and Structures of FEC com-For more info on the Systems and Structures of FEC com-
munities, gmunities, gmunities, gmunities, gmunities, go to o to o to o to o to http://wwwhttp://wwwhttp://wwwhttp://wwwhttp://www.thef.thef.thef.thef.thefec.orec.orec.orec.orec.org/eg/eg/eg/eg/existing/indexisting/indexisting/indexisting/indexisting/index.htmlx.htmlx.htmlx.htmlx.html
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East Wind and other FEC communities.  One kibbutz even asked if  they
could order 20,000 sandals to sell at their store!  Unfortunately that is more
than our entire yearly production of this footwear that gained admirers
everywhere they were seen.
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